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Khanty Language and Lower School Education:
Native, Second or Foreign Language?
Paula Jääsalmi-Krüger

Preliminary Remarks
At the outset I would like to point out that I myself have never worked as a
teacher in a school, but have for many years taught my native language—
Finnish—to students in Germany. For the majority of my students, Finnish
is a foreign language. About 20–30% of them once lived in Finland or have
one or two Finnish parents (usually the mother). Of course, this fact alone
does not mean that Finnish automatically becomes the native language of
these students. Even in cases where both parents are Finnish, the child’s native
language is never considered to be Finnish if the child himself does not speak
that language at home. In this case, the key to determining the native language is to ask whether or not at least one of the parents speaks Finnish with
the child.
“The Khanty language is spoken by the Khantys, who live in separate
groups in the vast territory of northwest Siberia along the Rivers Ob and
Irtysh and their tributaries...” (Nemysova 1988: 3). The Khanty number
about 21,000 people. It is thought that about 30% of the Khantys are native
speakers of the Khanty language (Neroznak 1994: 60). The reality is such
that, for example, in Berezovo, a town of about 8,000, I met very few young
Khantys who still knew the Khanty language, and as for children speaking
Khanty—I didn’t meet any. The situation is different in Tegi, a village of 600
lying 6 kilometers to the north of Berezovo. It seems to me that, there, all the
Khantys have more or less mastered the Khanty language. While not everyone is exposed to the literary form of Khanty during their formal education,
in Tegi, even 20–30 year-olds and many children speak a Khanty dialect with
particularities which distinguish it from the literary language. Of course, solid
knowledge of the language is most closely linked with the home, and especially with grandparents who speak the Khanty language.
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General Criteria for Knowledge and Study of Language
For a given language, we can determine whether or not the language is native,
second, or foreign by noting a few criteria and levels of knowledge of that
language. For this task I will use the following definitions:
Definition of native (first) language:
“Native language, in the strict sense of the term, refers to that variant (sociolect
or dialect, P. J.-K.) of the language which the child learns at home, from parents,
siblings and relatives. This language indicates the child’s membership in a specific linguistic milieu. Also implied, in a broader definition of the word, are
those regional and social linguistic variants found in the territory of the given
people, as well as (in this case purely symbolically) that variant which is used in
school administration and the means of mass communications.” (Vähäpassi
1980: 158; this and all other translations from Finnish by author).

Definition of a second language:
In the beginning the term “second language” properly was used to mean “all
languages which one learned to speak after the first (native) language” (Sajavaara 1980: 116). Thirteen years later this definition was made more precise
in the following way:
“In class, outside of their linguistic environment, children study a foreign
language, while in direct contact with the language of society, the bearers of that
language, children learn a second language” (Latomaa and Tuomela 1993: 239).

The difference between foreign and second language can be illustrated in
the following diagram (see Latomaa and Tuomela 1993: 243).
Finnish language >>
foreign language

Finnish language >>
second language

in class not in Finland

in Finland “on the street”

Criteria in the Knowledge and Study of Khanty Language
We will turn now to the Khanty language. Khanty language abroad, for
example, at Hamburg University, is of course studied as a foreign language.
The status of Khanty language in the territory where the Khanty themselves
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live can be schematically illustrated in the following manner:
Khanty language >>
foreign language

Khanty language >>
native, second or foreign language?

abroad
(for example, Hamburg)

in the places where Khanty live
(for example, Berezovo)

I can only answer this question in relation to the Northern Khantys, i.e.
living in and around the village of Berezovo, because I only worked in this
region and studied only the dialects spoken in this territory. I would like to
limit the topic here to questions about defining the character of Khanty language for children who did not speak the language before they began to
attend school.
Which dialect does it make sense to discuss in the case of my visit to a
third-grade class in the village of Berezovo, in which even the Khanty students
had no grasp of the Khanty language? Weak knowledge of the language was
noticeable, because only a few students were able to name in Khanty some of
the main words in Khanty society, such as xop “boat”, vuœy “reindeer”, xot
“house”. It is important to point out that in the given class, in addition to
Khanty children, there are also Russians, Tatars, Mansi and others. I seems
to me that it is important to point out also that the weak knowledge of the
language is in no way attributable to the work of the Khanty teachers.

Teaching Khanty Language
In the village of Berezovo, Khanty language classes are offered four days a
week from the first through the ninth grades. Two sections are taught in the
Kazymski dialect and two in the Sredneobski dialect (Svetlana Gyndysheva,
conversation). In the village of Tegi the choice of dialect usually depends on
which dialect the teacher speaks (Kazymski or Shuryshkarski). Together, the
Khanty language consists of five literary languages, two of which are based
on the Kazymski and Shuryshkarski dialects (govor) (Nemysova 1988: 7). It
seems unimportant in this paper to ask which variants of the Khanty language can be considered dialects (dialekt), patois (govor) or dialects (narechiye).
However, it should be pointed out that the Berezovski dialect is located geo-
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graphically and phonetically between these three dialects. The following
examples show the differences between these dialects (which are not very
significant):
Phonetic Differences:
Russian
Kazymski*
Shuryshkarski*
Sredneobski*
Berezovski
English

Ωit∫
v™lty
ulty
utta
vuœty

nesty
t™ty
tuty
tuta
tuty

les
v™nt
ut
unt
vunt

to live

to carry

forest

* Nemysova (1988: 8–9)
Morphological Differences:
Morphological differences can be detected in the declination of personal
pronouns. The following two tables (so far there is no standardized Khanty
orthography) demonstrate that in the Kazymski patois (or dialekt) there are
three numerical categories for personal pronouns (singular, dual, plural),
while in the Berezovski dialect, the younger speakers do not know and therefore do not use the dual category. Another difference is that in the Kazymski
patois (or dialekt), personal pronouns have three cases (nominative, dative,
accusative) while the Berezovski dialect has only two personal pronoun cases
(nominative, while the dative and accusative coincide and the function of
the dative case can be additionally expressed with the help of the guiding
case—with suffix -a).
Berezovski dialect:
nominative

dative/accusative

Russian

ma
na©
œuv
mu©
nyn
œyn, œyj

manem(a)
na©en(a)
œuveœ(a)
mu©ev(a)
nynyn(a)
œyeœ(a)

ä
ty
on, ona
my
vy
oni

English
I
you
he, she
we
you (plural)
they
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Kazymski patois (Nemysova 1988: 90):
Sklonenie lihnyx mestoimenij
Nazvaniä padeΩej
Hislo

Lico
imenitel∫nyj

datel∫nyj

vinitel∫nyj

Ed.
h.

1-e
2-e
3-e

ma
nang
luv

manæm
nangen
luvel

manat(-ty)
nangat(-ty)
luvat(-ty)

Dv.
h.

1-e
2-e
3-e

min
nyn
lyn

minæmn
nynan
lynan

minat(-ty)
nynat(-ty)
lynat(-ty)

Mn.
h.

1-e
2-e
3-e

mung
nyn
lyv

mungev
nynan
lyvel

mungat(.-ty)
nynat(-ty)
lyvat(-ty)

Lexical differences:
Already in the simple names of numbers a few differences can be detected,
for example, in Kazymski dialect nival (eight), är¥äng (nine) (Nemysova
and Veniaminova 1987: 75), Berezovski dialect nijœ, ärt-ä©. Larger differences are found in complex names. The following extract from the lesson
“Substantive Noun” can be taken as an example (Kazymski dialect: Sengepov
and Nemysova 1994a: 27).
In English the text means “What time of year is shown in the drawing?
Where do reindeer herders live?”
Kazymski dialect:
Muj pura xurn verm?
Xuta v™œœåt vºly wavity öx?

Berezovski dialect:
Muj porajn xorn verum?
Xota vuœœyt vuœy xotyn
äxty xoätyt?
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Compiling Primers and Books for Study
If we now look at the textbooks and readers used in the first through fourth
grades on the basis of Kazymski and Shuryshkarski dialects, we see that they
are all one language. The Finnish term for textbooks such as these is “teaching grammar” (Keravuori 1992: 50) and they are used for study in school for
native Finnish-speaking children. This means that not only the reading text
itself is written in Khanty, but also the separate exercises and all grammatical
explanations. For example “Kartinkait ämås nux vantaœn. Voprosåt
∑irn predloΩeniäit veratty” (Sengepov and Nemysova 1994a: 54),
which in English means: “Examine the pictures closely. Compose interrogative
sentences.” Another example: the following exercise explains that in Khanty
verbs may be singular, dual or plural. The singular is used to deal with a single
object: “xot omåsœ” (the house is being built). In the dual, with two objects:
“xot©ån omåsœa©ån” (two houses are being built). In the plural, with three
or more objects: “xotåt omåsœåt” (houses are being built). (Sengepov and
Nemysova 1994b :55]
Thus, in terms of classroom instruction, all of these textbooks are composed as though the students were native Khanty speakers from the very
beginning. On the other hand, in other books, grammatical explanations
and the corresponding exercises are in some lessons composed as if the students in the third class still did not sufficiently know Khanty language. Their
exercises require students to conjugate verbs like “ma ariœam...” (I sing, you
sing, he sings, we sing, etc.), “numåsty” (to think) and “verty” (to do) and
to use these verbs to construct 3 or 4 sentences:
Œu©taœn. Glagolåta voprosåt ponaty. Xånwaœn.
Edinstvennoj
hislo

Dvojstvennoj
hislo

MnoΩestvennoj
hislo

ma ariœam
nå© ariœan
œºv arijœ

min ariœman
nyn ariœtan
lyn ariœ©ån

mº© ariœuv
nyn ariœty
œºv ariœåt

Næpeka åt xåwman tåm glagolåt hislait sirn veraœn: sütsäty,
numåsty, verty, ujtty. Veraty 3–4 predloΩenie tåmäs©åt piœn.

(Sengepov and Nemysova 1994b: 55)
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Thematic textbooks and readers for the first through fourth years of study
have been put together differently. I would like to demonstrate this by showing just two examples. The first passage is from a book for additional reading (Ledkova and Seburova 1988: 8) and addresses the question (V. Mayakovski): “What is good and what is bad?” (Muj ver äm pa muj ver atum?).
The boy approaches his father and asks about this, and the father responds
that the boy who has a dirty face (and is guilty of other deeds) is the worst
child, while the boy who cleans his teeth (and exhibits other behaviors) is a
very good child. At this symposium we have learned from other participants
that texts with similar contents are found in textbooks for a number of languages of the small numbered peoples of the north.
Muj ver äm
pa muj ver atum.
Aj puxie
asel xusä üxtas
pa puxie in∫sisas:
— Muj ver äm
pa muj ver atum?
Pux at kin∫sä
pity ki,
x™ly venwaln ul, —
wop si,
sit
met atum
aj nävræm ælsuxa.
I ki puxa
lon∫säx mosl
pa pengk lüxatty rav,
tam pux
wengk äm nävræm,
verl t™sa.

(Ledkova and Seburova 1988: 8)
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In the second text (Lazarev et al. 1984: 6) a lesson on traditions and clothing asks, for example, what time of year is shown in the picture, how many
girls are shown, how many boys, what are they doing and who arrived with
them.

Xor vantaln. Voprosyta ästaty.
Mujkem tal pora xor xanwim?
Tata mujkem ævi? Mujkem pox?
Xolta luv öxytsyt?
Muj luv verlyt?
Luv pilælna muj öxtys?
Mujsyr ryx na© kurtan lepna ænymlyt?
Ævet næmna mii pa xor sirna potyr veraty.
***
Mu© potrev predloΩeniäita ortasl.
PredloΩeniäit äs©yta ortaslyt.

(Lazarev et al. 1984: 6)
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Conclusion
(1) If a student already has a strong command of the Khanty language, this
means that he or she has been speaking it at home with parents or others
from a very early age. In this case, in school he will be truly studying his
native language, in the literal sense of that word. For example, this student
has an equal command of Khanty and Russian. This summer in the village
of Tegi I met with such a six year-old boy, who lives with his grandmother.
In this case, studying the Kazymski or Shuryshkarski dialect in school only
enriches his knowledge of the language.
(2) If the student speaks a little in one dialect of the Khanty language, and
understands when grandmother or grandfather speak with him in Khanty
(in the majority of such cases the student’s parents either do not speak Khanty
or do not even understand it), then it is quite possible that in school he could
learn one or even two literary variants of Khanty (Kazymski, Shuryshkarski
or Sredneobski). Then, of course, there arises a serious danger, that of mixing the different dialects, especially in terms of phonetics. For example: “I
returned home” is “ma üxi üxytsum” in the Kazymski dialect, and “ma öxi
öxtsum” in the Berezovski dialect. The student’s success will depend first of
all on his personal interest and motivation. In my opinion it is very rare for
Khanty language to become stronger than Russian and take on the latter’s
functions. Usually Russian remains native (first) while Khanty is second.
(3) If the student never hears a single Khanty word at home or in social circles,
then Khanty is a foreign language for him, just the same as, for example,
English or German. In this situation for the teacher of Khanty, for whom
Khanty is a native language, there is discussion about the methods of teaching Khanty as a foreign language.
One could say that in such cases Khanty language is a foreign language for
both the students and parents alike, and that the student studies it only in
school. In such cases, students and their parents have much more contact
with English than with Khanty, because they see so many English language
television programs which are poorly dubbed so that the English is still audible. Then, the dialect of the school course has absolutely no significance.
This is the most common situation that I encountered.
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It is possible that the only difference between these students and the ones
at Hamburg University is that the Khanty students were familiar with the
Russian orthography from very early on, while the German students were
not. This has its source in the very first lesson "ma manœum, na© manœyn,
œuv manœ ...” (“I go, you go, he goes”):
Present

Past

ma manœum | mæ manλum—I go
na© manœyn | na> manλ™n—you go
œuv manœ | λuw manλ—he goes
mu© manœu | mu> manλu—we go
nyn manœyty | n2̆n manλ™t2̆

ma mantsum | mæ mantsum—I went
na© mantsyn |na> mants™n—you went
œuv mans | λuw mans—he went
mu© mantsu | mu> mantsu—we went
nyn mantsyty | n2̆n mants™t2̆

—you go

—you went

œyn manœyt | λ2̆n manλ™t—they go

œyn mantsyt |λ2̆n mants™t—they went

(Jääsalmi-Krüger and Novyukhov 1997: 68)
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